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Abstract

This paper is about the µWalker, an electrostatic

stepper motor mainly intended for positioning the data

probes with respect to the storage medium in a data

storage device. It can deliver forces up to 1.7mN for

ranges as large as 140µm. Controlling the stick-slip ef-

fects at the sliding surfaces is of central importance for

reliable operation. A model is introduced to estimate

the operating voltage of the actuator plate, which is an

essential part of the µWalker. Several methods to ob-

tain displacements smaller than one nominal step (≈ 50

nm) are discussed, as well as how to increase the step

repeatability and accuracy.

1. Introduction

As the number of applications where MEMS techno-

logy is implemented increases, it has become clear that

scaling down to MEMS is not always possible, nor de-

sired. Instead, novel design (often from scratch) is per-

formed, which leads to totally new concepts, challenges

and opportunities. One of the industries which could

profit very much from MEMS devices is data recording

and storage. Several institutes and companies1 presently

make efforts in order to present a novel storage medium

prototype, which does not suffer from the disadvan-

tages of the current hard-disk technology, but yet can be

scaled down further, possibly down to atomic data sto-

rage, where each atom or even electron spin represents

one bit of data [8], [3], [1] and [2]. Our project, called

µSPAM 2, has as target to design a prototype data sto-

rage device with data densities over 1Tbit/inch2, com-

1amongst them: IBM, University of Twente, Carnegie Mellon Uni-

versity, and INSIC – The Information Storage Industry Consortium
2µSPAM stands for Micro Scanning Probe Array Memory;

please visit http://www.uspam.nl for more details

pared to about 200Gbit/inch2 of the current state-of-

the-art hard disk technology. Due to the design layout

chosen, many thousands of read/write probes can read

and write in parallel. The reduced power consumption

of this device could serve in mobile applications, allow-

ing tens of gigabytes of data to be addressed into one

small chip, whereas the access time is below that of the

hard-disk.

In data storage and many other fields, the positioner

speed and accuracy are key factors for the overall system

performance. In µSPAM , this positioner is called the

µWalker, also known as the shuffle motor [5, 6] and has

been designed while keeping in mind these important

factors. As the 2D µWalker [6] has not yet been suf-

ficiently characterized, only the 1D case will be treated

here [7].

After explaining the actuation method, a model of the

electro-elastic propulsion of the mid plate is presented,

which predicts the minimum actuation voltage needed to

produce basic steps. Then, a new type of actuation se-

quence leading to improved step reproducibility will be

shown. Finally, several actuation methods for achieving

intra-step size displacement, i.e. steps smaller than one

basic step, will be presented.

2. Actuation principles

Fig. 1 shows that the actuator is suspended by four

beam-like suspension springs (the tiny vertical lines at-

tached to the corners), such that when no actuation is

applied, the device automatically jumps back to rest,

where the four suspension springs are straight, like in

Fig. 1. Moreover, these springs electrically connect

the bond pads (not in the picture) to the µWalker sub-

parts. In the shape presented here, the device can de-

liver forces higher than 1mN and the walking range cur-

rently achieved is over 20µm, which makes it suitable

for probe recording applications.
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60 um

Figure 1. µWalker magnification of about
130x. Courtesy of E. Sarajlic, University of
Twente.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of one
step to the right.

Figure 3. Basic, unipolar actuation se-
quence for one step.

The actuation of this electrostatic device is based on

six sub-sequences, as can be seen in Fig.2. There are

three actuation voltages, two for the clamps and one for

the shuffle plate in the middle. The walking surface is an

insulating silicon nitride layer, with underneath a highly

doped silicon bulk, which has ground potential during

the measurements. The insulating layer prevents short

circuit between the actuation voltages and the ground

potential. Moreover, the silicon nitride layer has the

advantage that it has a relatively high hardness, so that

wear is reduced and experiment repeatability is greatly

improved. In this way, also the reliability and lifetime

of the motor have drastically increased. About 34.109

steps were taken with the same device without perfor-

mance deterioration [7].

2.1. Basic walking sequence

In the sequel, the basic walking principle shall be

discussed. Fig. 3 shows the sequence generation for

one step as in Fig. 2. The dots are the digital output

signals supplied to Labview from a file, whereas the

continuous shapes are the actual voltages offered to

the device by the amplifier, which is connected to the

Matlab software. With the current setup, up to 80.000
steps per second have been obtained, with input voltage

slew rates around 60V/µs [6].
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Figure 4. The maximum actuator force as
a function of clamps and plate voltages.

In Fig. 3, during each subsequence exactly one of

the three voltages changes. In the figure, subsequences

(T0...T5) form one nominal step, after which the

subsequences are repeated for the next step. Starting

with T0, a clamp voltage is applied to both clamps,

Vnom clamp = 40V . Due to the electrostatic force

between every clamp and the ground, the clamps are

attracted and stick to the ground. Moving either of the

clamps in the horizontal direction is not possible now.

During T1, the left clamp is released, followed by T2,

where a voltage is applied to the shuffle plate.

When on, the shuffle plate voltage is always greater

than the pull-in voltage of the plate. The pull-in vol-

tage shall be described in next subsection and is about

38V for the µWalker dimensions under study, while

we apply a shuffle plate voltage Vnom plate = 55V .

The consequence of applying a plate voltage while

at least one clamp is free, is that the plate bends and

about half of its length sticks to the surface, whereas the

ends which connect the shuffle to the clamps are being

bent according to an ’S’-shape and retain some bending

energy, which will be used later in sequence T5. The

total effect is, that the distance between the clamps has

decreased one step size. Now, the left clamp voltage is

also actuated (T3), followed by releasing the right clamp

(T4) and then the shuffle plate (T5). At this stage, the

µWalker has performed one step to the right.

The size of one step is defined as ∆full−step in the

sequel. Thus, completing one sequence as described

above leads to a shift of ∆full−step to the right. Ap-

plying the same sequence in reversed order gives a step

to the left. When the device is at the starting position,

∆full−step ≈ 50nm, depending on several dimensions

and on the actuation voltages.

Obviously, applying different input voltages to the

clamps and plate yield different step sizes and output

forces. First, an increased plate voltage increases step

size, as show the measurements in [4]. Second, in-

creasing the voltage applied to the clamps is favourable

for the stick force which keeps the clamps fixed to the

walking surface when actuated. The relation between

the clamps and plate voltages, and the maximum output

force can be seen in Fig. 4. Here, the device moves

200 consecutive steps in one direction and in this way

the suspension springs are loaded. The forces deduced

from the total deflection of the springs are an indication

of the total force that can be exerted by the µWalker
for a certain set of input voltages. It can be seen that

the maximum force delivered appears starting with plate

and clamp voltages around 60V and 55V , respectively.

2.2. Electro-elastic propulsion

The target of this subsection is to derive the pull-

in voltage of the µWalker plate while in clamped-free

mode, such that for a variety of dimension sets, a proper

actuation voltage can be found. Conversely, given a

setup with certain amplifier characteristics, a dimension

set can then be found such that the pull-in phenomenon

takes place.

Following the lines of [4] but disregarding an extra

insulation layer on the bulk, we start by defining the

elastic and electrostatic energy of the plates:

with K as defined below and 0 < ξ < 2 is a configu-

ration variable for taking into account the stick region of

the beam; for ξ < 1, the plate does not touch the surface;

Ebending =
1

2
Kξ2, Eelec =

1

2
CV 2 1√

1 − ξ
(1)

K and C are the mechanical bending stiffness and the

electrical capacity, respectively:

K =
64

15

ESiwb3d2

L3
, C =

Lwε0εair

d
.

with ESi the Si modulus of elasticity, w the width, b
the thickness and L the length of the bending plate; d is

the distance –at rest– between plate and wafer bulk and

ε0, εair are the permittivity of vacuum and the relative

permittivity of the gas or liquid between the plate and

surface, respectively.

Now, the pull-in voltage Vpull−in can be derived by

setting the difference between the partial derivatives of

the two energies with respect to ξ equal to zero:

∂Ebending − Eelec

∂ξ
= 0 ⇐⇒ V =

√
4Kξ(1 − ξ)

3
2

C
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Table 1. Example of device dimensions and
constants.

Dimensions Value Constants Value

b [µm] 2.0 ESi [Pa] 150 ∗ 109

d [µm] 2.0 ε0 [ F
m ] 8.85 ∗ 10−12

L [µm] 236 εair[.] 1.0

It can be derived that for ξ = 2
5 , V = Vpull−in. Then,

we can be writte:

Vpull−in =

√
8K(3

5 )
3
2

C
⇔ Vpull−in =

16

25

√
2
√

15
Eb3d3

L4ε0εr

As an example, the values of Table 1 give Vpull−in ≈
33V .

2.3. Surface charge versus step reproducibility

During measurements, it was discovered that due to

repeatedly applying the walking sequence from Fig. 3,

some charge is being built up on the walking surface,

which leads to worse step reproducibility. The result is

that although voltage actuation is no more applied and

the device is several micrometers away from the posi-

tion at rest and thus the springs retain bending energy, it

remains stuck to the surface for several seconds; only af-

ter that, the stick force is small enough such that the sus-

pension springs are able to pull the device from the stick

phase to the original position. The stick force in the hor-

izontal direction resulted from the induced charge in the

insulation layer has been estimated to be roughly as high

as 1.9µN during the first seconds. This problem has

been solved by changing the actuation, to include both

positive and negative voltages. Fig. 5 shows the bipo-

lar actuation that completes two steps. After one such

sequence, the insulating material between the device

and the ground potential (the wafer bulk) is very low-

charged compared to the unipolar actuation presented

earlier, such that unwanted insulation charge effects like

the one explained above do not occur anymore.

2.4. Intra-step size motion

Given a certain trajectory to follow in the shortest

possible time is a well-known optimization problem in

data storage. Due to the nature of the tracking problem,

it is desired that the actuator should also be able to per-

form movements which are smaller than the maximum

step size ∆full−step. More important, the step repeata-

bility should be maximized. There are a number of ways

to (temporarily) reduce the step size, amongst them:

Figure 5. Bipolar actuation sequence for
two steps to the right.

• introducing a small delay between the three input

voltages, such that some of the six flanks from

the sub-sequences in Fig. 2 partly overlap each

other; for this, a very high sample frequency is

needed, which increases power consumption and

device complexity;

• apply actuation voltages smaller than the shuffle

pull-in voltage, such that the step becomes smaller;

although one would expect this to be a proper

method, in practice local surface roughness, stick

and charge effects greatly reduce repeatability of

this method; moreover, the actuator force decreases

drastically due to the lower voltage, leading to an

unusable walking stroke;

• actively changing the stiffness of the suspension

springs by using bimetal material properties; a rigo-

rous change of the design would be needed as well

as more input voltages for actuating the bi-metal

springs;

• slightly changing the input voltage amplitudes,

for example by applying a (small) voltage to the

left clamp in sub-sequences (T1), (T2) instead of

keeping it zero; due to this change, the shuffle plate

would have to ’pull’ the left leg which also sticks,

but the stick force is not so high as at the right

clamp; therefore the left leg can still shift, although

the step size will be decreased compared to the

’basic’ actuation presented above.

Measurements show that the last option is the most

effective and reproducible way to decrease the step size.
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Figure 6. Sequence that performs a an
intra-step.

The obvious way to solve the optimal tracking pro-

blem in the case of the µWalker is to take as many stan-

dard steps as possible to come in the neighbourhood of

the target and, if necessary, to complete the movement

with an intra-step movement, a step which has a parti-

cular, smaller size than the preceding steps. In this way,

we can position the moving device with an error which is

equal to or less then half the size of this last step, given

that the exact position is known or can be derived just

before taking the step. The error is here defined as the

difference between the target position and the actual po-

sition. Thus, by decreasing the minimum size of the last

step, the error decreases accordingly.

2.5. Intra-step walking sequence

In order to make clear how the intra-steps are ob-

tained, please see Fig. 6. Note that there are many other

possibilities to achieve step reduction by altering one or

more input voltages during certain sequences. For re-

ducing complexity, the positive unipolar actuation case

is explained, whereas the bipolar case can be derived in

a straightforward way (see previous subsection). Com-

pared to the basic walking cycle (Fig. 2), we can see

that at (T1) and (T2), we now have a voltage Vα, where

0 < |Vα| < Vnom L clamp. The consequence is that

as the distance between the right and left leg decreases

due to the plate actuation at (T2), due to the increased

Figure 7. Step size as a function of param-
eter Vα.

left leg voltage Vα some stick will occur, decreasing

the step size of the intra-step, ∆intra−step. Let us de-

fine ∆step(Vα) over 0 ≤ Vα < Vnom X clamp, X ∈
{L, R}. For Vα < 10V and given the present set

of dimensioning parameters, it can be assumed that

∆full−step ≈ ∆intra−step. For Vα > 31V , ∆step ≈
0nm.

Fig. 7 gives the relation between Vα and ∆intra−step

for 10V ≤ Vα < 31V . Each of the data points shown is

the mean of five identical measurements, except at 28V ,

where two of the five values were outside MEAN ±
2 ∗ STD and were excluded. The five measurements

needed for each of the points in Fig. 7 have been ob-

tained after measuring a sequence of 200 consecutive

steps and calculating the mean step size over all steps.

Given the present set of dimensioning parameters, the

step ∆step(Vα) can be defined as:

∆step :=




0 : 31 ≤ Vα < Vnominal

∆intra−step : 10V ≤ Vα < 31V
∆full−step : 0 ≤ Vα < 10V

(2)

with ∆intra−step a best-fit curve of deliberate shape

and order, see Fig. 7.

Finally, as has been presented in [4], also the device

dimensions and material properties influence the step

size. This shall not be further examined here.

3. Conclusion

An analytical expression of the pull-in voltage as

function of device parameters has been presented, valid

for a generalized micro plate actuated electrostatically

and which is in clamped-free mode.
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Measurements show that the actuation force of the

µWalker depends less on the plate voltage than on the

voltage applied to the clamps.

A step smaller than the nominal step size can be ob-

tained reproducibly by slightly altering the actuation se-

quence of a nominal step. This intra-step size is sensitive

to device parameters and the applied voltages.
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